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INSIDE:

IN THE NEWS:

"Agnes to digress," Democratic candidate the United States Senate Sylvia Long extolled her abilities in an address to Thomas Road Baptist Church on Sunday, April 17. Page 2.

CORRECTION: In last week's issue, Peter Buchanan was misidentified. Also, SGA candidates Jason Williams and Matt McMurray were inadvertently switched. The Liberty Champion apologizes.

SPECIAL REPORT: Rape statistics are constantly rising — and the question is not digressing much about it. The Liberty Champion also will highlight a new program by the Virginia Department of Justice designed to help women protect themselves. Page 4.

WORLD NEWS: University of Miami students stage a massive inflow following the publication of an anti-Semitic advertisement in The Hurricane, their school newspaper. Page 5.

IN OUR OPINION: The circus is coming to town — or it may already have been here if the hospital in Oxford, Miss., is any evidence. Should we really vote for the candidate who simply has the best Nintendo games? Page 6.

THIS WEEK'S COMMENTARY: Government Associations should be chosen based solely on qualifications. mosque., Page 7.


LIFESTYLE: Springtime is here accompanied by awful weather. This time of year also comes in flagrantly violating the dress code as seen in the Liberty Way. This week's Lifestyle page examines the most common violations and gives some points of view from the students. Page 9.

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT: Most of you have probably wondered, "Who's that loud guy with the weird voice?" The Liberty Champion invites you to meet Dan Taylor, creator of the song, "Cover." Page 8.


HILDERBRAND'S FUTURE: Liberty University senior basketball coach Matt Hilderbrand has had a busy weekend. He's decided not to run for the Canadian National Team, competed in the Portsmouth Invitational Tournament (PIT) and obtained Bill Moff, working out of Manhattan, N.Y., in his agenda to handle his future opportunities in basketball. Page 11.
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**Habitat for Humanity holds Lynchburg work-a-thon**

By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON

That Lynchburg Habitat for Humanity held its first work-a-thon on Mayflower Drive, during Lynchburg's First Habitat for Humanity work-a-thon.

The Lynchburg Habitat for Humanity held its first work-a-thon because it is attempting to reduce the substandard housing problem in the Lynchburg community, according to Lisa deCastro, who is a public relations assistant and an intern.

"This is going to be real nice for the community," deCastro said. Lynchburg Habitat has a total of 265 families on its waiting list. Lynchburg Habitat has a total of 265 families on its waiting list.

Habitat for Humanity is a wonderful program. According to deCastro, the community will be more aware of the need for Habitat.

"We should be in by the time the kids go back to school," she said. Cheryl Horsley, another of Lynchburg Habitat's future homeowners, said she became aware of the program through a friend.

"A friend of mine got a house through Habitat, and so I filled out an application," Horsley said.

**Poggemillers featured in Who's Whos**

By MAINA MWAURA

Both English professor Dr. Helmutte Poggemiller and his daughter, senior libary student Eugenia Poggemiller, have been awarded placements in Who's Whos.

Dr. Poggemiller, who is an English professor at LU and is also pursuing a minor in music, is also a member of the campus poetry society and is involved in several campus activities.

Eugenia Poggemiller, who graduated from LU in 1991, was recently selected for Who's Who Among Students in Government.

"It is one of my most religious convictions that we should be in by the time the kids go back to school," she said. "It's going to be real nice for the community."

The goal of the work-a-thon is to complete the Hanover House on Mayflower Drive, a project begun in February.

"Right now, they are completing the framing process," deCastro said. Lynchburg Habitat has a total of five proposed building projects in the Mayflower Drive area.

"If we don't house our differences, if we don't share all the same beliefs or the same doctrine," Clute said.

"We have held walk-a-thons in the Lynchburg community," deCastro said. "We have held walk-a-thons for the second time to Who's Who in American Poetry."
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Continued from Page One

Post, the Chicago Tribune and the Los Angeles Times. "When DC Talk preached the same way they related to the music, it didn't work," McKeehan said. "We don't have it all together, but we've learned a lot," McKeehan said in an interview with G-Q magazine. "We try to support one another and hold one another accountable. We don't mind being heroes and role models to teens, but a teens is a scary job.

"We are our call is to share some light on those problems from God's Word. Once we figure out what the issues are, then we go to God's Word and find the solutions," McKeehan continued.

"I love seeing kids celebrate God," Tait told Brio. "They need to see me do, whether it's singing, writing or whatever."

According to Manuel Mendoza of Redwood City music store, the group will be touring the New England area in late June. "The Indiana Children's Christian Home trip is required by Friday, May 6. More information is available from Ray Rodenbeck at (317) 942-2245.

Liberty's past "College for a Weekend" was successful in bringing almost 600 high school students, 60 percent of which the admissions department plans to see this fall. However, Liberty's "My Big Friend" recruiting program does not seem to be over succeeding past years in terms of its success. According to Spencer, the number of vouchers coming in is not significant yet, but there is still enough time for students to help recruit others for Liberty.

The academic caliber of new applicants has seemed to prove not only the validity of Liberty's academic recognition, but the reality of its academic capacities as well. This year's applicants have averaged above 1,000 on their SAT's and one or two National Merit Finalists have applied. Furthermore, the number of Honors applicants remains the same, but the more thorough and accomplished research in applicants is encouraging, according to Spencer.

"The applications are much more thorough. Last year, we didn't get transcripts, autobiographical sketches. A lot more preparation and time went in this year," Spencer said. "This means to speak of not only the student, but of the institution to which they are applying." This year's applicants will have something else to look forward to for our merchandise. Applicants will be given an NCCA-Institute T-shirt, commemorating the "Big Dance.

Liberty's recruitment for the 1994-95 term were met with a record of their continued enrollment, new students who continue their enrollment will receive a Liberty backpack. Overall, according to Spencer, the 1994-95 year promises a great year through, committed students, an atmosphere that's overjoyed to have them.

Liberty's admission office plans to see 300 new students this fall. Students, mainly in elementary and middle school, enrolled in the 1994-95 school year promises a great year through, committed students, an atmosphere that's overjoyed to have them.
RADical Virginia program offers women new form of defense, self protection

By TINA TOWERS

Women, who are often prevented from defending themselves against sexual assault, are developing new ways to combat this violent crime. Unlike other self-defense courses, RAD does not rely on physical strength. Instead, it emphasizes a positive mindset—a will to survive. Instructors of the RAD course teach techniques that empower women in the mind as well as the body.

Today, the statistics on rape are scary. In fact, the statistics are scaring women into signing up for self-defense classes.

According to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, one of every four women will be raped in her lifetime. One million women were raped last year. That's the same number of men in Detroit.

Something has to be done. But the system isn't from detering the problem of rape—or even control it. RADical Virginia program offers women a new form of defense, self protection.

The Rape RAD system is a five-week class designed by an instructor from the South Dakota Women's Center. The remaining eight hours are a series of physical techniques as instructors emphasize the importance of the defensive mindset which the members will be taught during the course. The problem today is less of a physical altercation. It's important for the attacker to believe the victim really means "no."

Deborah, a 29-year-old college student, was attacked while she was running for home. She got away. However, the next day she was raped. Deborah lived in fear. She feared men, late at night, I have confidence because of things. Men are not going to give me a hard time. I want to hit and fight, but he was holding me and I couldn't get away. I was more terrified because I've never been raped before."

So Deborah signed up for the RAD class and signed up for the RAD system.

"They taught me to believe in myself. I never thought I could cut a guy."

"I have learned that there is nothing worse than feeling helpless. Now that I'm working with a group of other women, I know I can defend myself. I've learned to take control of the situation."

"I didn't believe I could beat this crime, but I believe I can now."

So Deborah signed up for the RAD class and signed up for the RAD system. She still has to have confidence because of things. Deborah, 29, signed up for the RAD class and signed up for the RAD system. She still has to have confidence because of things.

In addition, every woman agrees that rape is wrong, nothing is really done about it—judges give sentences, lawyers give their summations, police officers shake their fists, and the victim to pick up the pieces of her broken life.

However, Bonnie is not alone. In fact, there are millions of women just like her who are giving the credits to the program for their new-found hope. Program instructors emphasize the importance of the defensive mindset which the members will be taught during the course. The problem today is less of a physical altercation. It's important for the attacker to believe the victim really means "no."

"We need God's people to pray for the victims of rape. The victims of rape should not be upset or discouraged."

Thomas, who said that every evening the New York Times or the Bible to get "both sides of the story," wrote in a column that is currently read up to seven days a week. The problem today is less of a physical altercation. It's important for the attacker to believe the victim really means "no."

"Every child teaches women defensive strategies, such as not running away. It was the scariest thing that has ever happened to me," she said. According to Thomas, students feel empowered by the RAD system.
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"I've learned that I can hit and fight, but he was holding me and I couldn't get away. I was more terrified because I've never been raped before."
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"I have learned that there is nothing worse than feeling helpless. Now that I'm working with a group of other women, I know I can defend myself. I've learned to take control of the situation."

"I didn't believe I could beat this crime, but I believe I can now."
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However, Bonnie is not alone. In fact, there are millions of women just like her who are giving the credits to the program for their new-found hope. Program instructors emphasize the importance of the defensive mindset which the members will be taught during the course. The problem today is less of a physical altercation. It's important for the attacker to believe the victim really means "no."

Deborah, a 29-year-old college student, was attacked while she was running for home. She got away. However, the next day she was raped. Deborah lived in fear. She feared men, late at night, I have confidence because of things. Men are not going to give me a hard time. I want to hit and fight, but he was holding me and I couldn't get away. I was more terrified because I've never been raped before."

So Deborah signed up for the RAD class and signed up for the RAD system.

"They taught me to believe in myself. I never thought I could cut a guy."

"I have learned that there is nothing worse than feeling helpless. Now that I'm working with a group of other women, I know I can defend myself. I've learned to take control of the situation."

"I didn't believe I could beat this crime, but I believe I can now."

So Deborah signed up for the RAD class and signed up for the RAD system. She still has to have confidence because of things. Deborah, 29, signed up for the RAD class and signed up for the RAD system. She still has to have confidence because of things.
U.S. pilots ease Iraqi patrols
\[\text{ waitress to serve}
\]

Secret Service probes threat
The Secret Service is investigating a threat against President Clinton revealed via computer from Texas.

Barkett is confirmed to Appellate Court
The Senate rejected Republican complaints that the Senate Judiciary Committee did not conduct an adequate investigation of the defeat.

Tobacco executives testify
Seven tobacco executives Thursday were found guilty of conspiracy to violate cigarette laws.

Wendy's deals with lawsuit
A federal lawsuit filed in Atlanta Tuesday, April 12, charged that Wendy's Safety Mission did not actually have 33,000 people.

Florida resident fights Rush Ads
A Florida resident filed a lawsuit against Rush Limbaugh for offering guarantees.

No more mothers unmarried
The percentage of non-married women has risen to 36 percent.

More mothers are unmarried
The percentage of non-married mothers has risen to 36 percent.

Anti-semitic ad angers university students
The University of Miami newspaper "The Hurricane" caused a storm of controvers.

Crime bill expected to pass
House Republicans are saying a $1.5 billion anti-crime bill approaches the very nearly shown some concern for criminals than victims. The bill is expected to pass overwhelmingly next week.

In TV fundraiser win nothing and lasts one week. Call now and receive a tree gift.

Government cares with funding
The U.S. government paid defense contractors at least $1.4 billion they didn't ask for a refund.

Assault weapon ban fails
The bill's sponsor, House Speaker Michael Madigan, vowed to bring the vote again.

The vote — eight short of those needed for passage — against a ban on guns.
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Liberty Alumni Association

Get thanks for your efforts

A grateful thumbs-up goes to the Alumni Association for its efforts to raise funds to improve Liberty's beleagured library.

Every Monday, Tuesday and Thursday night, volunteers man phones and call Liberty alumni to gain pledges. It is hoped the campaign will raise $50,000 for improvements in the periodical room and create more amenable study settings.

Certainly alumni are aware, trying to find one specific magazine article can be as much a gamble that it would be considered a sin by finding. Two articles to rub together is like a pie-in-the-sky document.

So, a tremendous thank you is issued up to all those who welcome the much-needed help in this facet of the university. It is definitely appreciated.

Read my lips . . .

Speaking to the New York Times last year, Alexander Solzhenitsyn, the famous Russian moralist author from Russia, warned: "Communism is far from dead on the territory of the former Soviet Union. In some republics, in institutional structures that have survived in their entirety, while in all of them, millions of Communist cadres remain in reserve, and its roots remain embedded in the consciousness and the daily life of the people." Solzhenitsyn, who often wrote of both the hardships and the spiritual emptiness of the Russian people, is well acquainted with the "consciousness" of his native land.

I remain that as wiping out decades of communist thinking is easier to do on an institutional level than at the individual level. America should heed his warning and proceed with much caution when dealing with the Russians.

HELLO TO ALL out there? Yes, you! There are one or two people who read this column. Am you a walking number or are you immediately utilitarian? To respond to these demands each week but there's only a modest fulfillment of those who do. And then there's been to major conversations over the course of those pages (including the average number of students, the most popular editorials, the most read columns, the most read op-eds, the most read etcetera). The only one who's ever met the people they put in office. Anything closely resembling a reading audience is perhaps andito be generally ignored. Circulations are followed closely by a depth in the

Student behavior in college determines action in society's 'real world' scenario

PAMELA E. WALK

The press followed the whole ordeal with fascination, not only for the story spanning 1974-1976, but also for the story of the country, from which it proceeded to a sorrowful breach of the public trust. Tied to the story of the day, the consequences of a generation still shaping the images of how to cope with one's own ends of ends of ends. Not that the story wasn't filled with the press. To some extent it was, but the actual crimes committed were played up by the vast scope of what is occurred: a public bonanza.

While I do realize that everyone is busy doing other things, like working, or going to chapel, all of which are important to your own personal health and well-being. But by then a vicious cycle begins and before you know it, you're in the middle of a cycle of your own. The only way to break this cycle is to stay in control of your actions and start making better choices.

The press followed the whole ordeal with fascination, not only for the story spanning 1974-1976, but also for the story of the country, from which it proceeded to a sorrowful breach of the public trust. Tied to the story of the day, the consequences of a generation still shaping the images of how to cope with one's own ends of ends of ends. Not that the story wasn't filled with the press. To some extent it was, but the actual crimes committed were played up by the vast scope of what is occurred: a public bonanza.

While I do realize that everyone is busy doing other things, like working, or going to chapel, all of which are important to your own personal health and well-being. But by then a vicious cycle begins and before you know it, you're in the middle of a cycle of your own. The only way to break this cycle is to stay in control of your actions and start making better choices.
Christians must recognize sovereign hand of God in salvation to understand and act accordingly.

By DAVE SCHWARTZ

It seems that educated Christian students have come to the realization that God's sovereign election, which is stated clearly in Scripture, is not welcomed by the world. In fact, the world seems to have the audacity to say, "I'm going to have my way and not your God's way." This is ungodly, and it is time for us to recognize the sovereignty of God in salvation and act accordingly.

On the other hand, as Christians, we must be on the lookout for those who are preaching the message of salvation by works. These individuals are trying to convince us that we can earn our salvation by doing good deeds or by living a good life. However, Scripture clearly teaches that salvation is a gift from God and cannot be earned by our works. In Titus 3:4-5, the Bible states, "But when the kindness and love of God our Savior appeared, he saved us, not because of righteous things we had done, but because of his mercy. He saved us to call us to himself, to be holy and to live a life pleasing to him, in this age and in the age to come."

In conclusion, we must recognize that salvation is a gift from God and not something that we can earn by our works. We should focus on living a life that is pleasing to God and not try to earn our salvation through our good deeds.

Fay's cayng resembles vengeance, torture and more than justice

By PRISCILLA ROSARIO

In response to the commentator's article regarding the career of Michael Fay, I agree with the author's assessment. Michael Fay, who was convicted of vandalism and sentenced to be caned 21 times, is an example of the viciousness and brutality that can be found in some societies. The punishment he received was far from humane and should not be supported.

Fay's case is not just an issue of punishment, but also a reflection of the deeper issues that exist in society. The use of corporal punishment as a means of discipline is not only cruel, but also ineffective. It perpetuates a cycle of violence and does not address the root causes of behavior.

In conclusion, we must move away from the use of corporal punishment and seek alternative forms of discipline that are effective and humane. This includes addressing the root causes of behavior and providing support and guidance to individuals who may be struggling.

Wrong! echoes student, who says music style is evil or good

By DAVID TAYLOR

The idea that rock music is evil because it was associated with all sorts of evil, such as Satanism, perverts the Word to his own desires. The idea that rock music is evil was clearly presented in the Bible. For example, in Acts 17:17, Paul said, "The God who made the world and everything in it, being Lord of heaven and earth, does not dwell in temples made by human hands." This is a direct rebuke to the idea that rock music is evil, and it should be taken seriously.

In conclusion, we must move away from the idea that music is evil or good based on its association with Satanism. Instead, we should focus on the content of the music and its impact on individuals. If the content is wholesome and uplifting, then it is good. If it is harmful and negative, then it is evil.

ELECTION DEBATE SUCCESSFUL

By PRISCILLA ROSARIO

Thursday's 18th U.S. electronic debate was a fiasco for some. However, it also proved to be a success for the candidates. The debate was a valuable opportunity for the candidates to present their platforms and their views on the issues.

In the debate, both candidates presented strong arguments and were able to effectively challenge each other. The debate was a success because it allowed the candidates to speak directly to the voters and to present their views on the issues.

In conclusion, the election debate was successful because it allowed the candidates to present their views and to engage in a meaningful discussion. The debate was a positive experience for the candidates and for the voters, and it helped to inform the electorate about the issues and the candidates.
**Feature**

**Musician, comedian reaches youth**

By JOSIAH COOKLEY

If you've ever sat in a very nice playing scene of the major, perhaps in the high school theater, then you might have sung along with a song or two of the hits.</p>

Taylor's musical numbers include "Skidoo" (the theme song of the TV show), "Marilyn Monroe," "Nothing Serious," and "My Friend," sung to the tune of "I'm Gonna Get You." Taylor has also done skits and stand-up comedy, which he enjoys.

Taylor is a member of the Improv troupe at the National Theater and has performed in several shows.

Taylor has been a member of the Improv troupe for three years and is currently performing in "The Second City" touring show.

Taylor says he enjoys performing in front of live audiences and considers it a great way to connect with people.

Taylor's goal is to continue performing and creating new material to share with others.

**Intensive studies of Poplar Forest's Popular Harp**

By KIM MATHERLEY

The people who have lived in the past have left behind some fascinating artifacts, and some of these artifacts are at Poplar Forest in Virginia. As of yet, I've only been able to uncover about 50 objects, including a cup, a knife, and a piece of pottery.

In my mind, I was thinking, "But wait a minute! This is a place where people actually lived!" I read an article about a man who discovered a cup and a knife in a 

Taylor is a member of the Improv troupe at the National Theater and has performed in several shows.

Taylor has been a member of the Improv troupe for three years and is currently performing in "The Second City" touring show.

Taylor says he enjoys performing in front of live audiences and considers it a great way to connect with people.

Taylor's goal is to continue performing and creating new material to share with others.

**Answeres Please**

"Who would you like to be for a day?"

"I would love to be the president of the Ivory Coast for a day.

Michele Mailand, Melbourne, Fl.

"I wouldn't like to be anyone else; I like being me."

Deidre Thompson, Orlando, Fl.

"My boyfriend Chris Uhlin because he doesn't have to work so much or deal with hair."

Kris Templeton, Admas, GA.

"I would like to be the president of the Ivory Coast for a day.

"I would love to be the president of the Ivory Coast for a day.

Admiral Nelson who杜绝了 Napoleon in the Battle of Trafalgar and the Battle of the Nile."

David Holder, Dallas, Texas.

"I wouldn't like to be anyone else; I like being me."

Tracy Thompson, Orlando, Fl.

"My boyfriend Chris Uhlin because he doesn't have to work so much or deal with hair."

Kris Templeton, Admas, GA.

"I would like to be the president of the Ivory Coast for a day.
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David Holder, Dallas, Texas.

"I wouldn't like to be anyone else; I like being me."

Tracy Thompson, Orlando, Fl.

"My boyfriend Chris Uhlin because he doesn't have to work so much or deal with hair."

Kris Templeton, Admas, GA.
Lifestyle

Crimes of... FASHION

Fashion invites individuality, expression and interpretation. Dress code, however, encourages modesty, appropriateness and guidelines.

As springtime weather approaches, students, both male and female, sometimes push the limits of Liberty dress codes as spelled out in the Liberty Way.

Some view the dress code as confusing or unreasonable. The truth however, is that the code is quite simple both to understand and obey. Students are required to adhere to “school dress” in all classes, convocation, academic buildings and administration buildings until 3:30 p.m. on weekdays.

Casual dress is allowed during afternoons, sports events, meals, Wednesday and Sunday night church services, student lounges and David’s Place.

Liberty University and resident assistants do their best to enforce the dress code, but they need a little cooperation from the students.

So choose outfits that look good and adhere to the dress code. There’s no rule that says you can’t do both.

By DAVID HART, Feature Editor

Can you spot the violations in these students’ outfits?

Liberty Joe

&

Liberty Jane

Student Excuses
1. There’s absolutely nothing wrong with wearing a baseball cap!
2. But look... these jeans even have pleats!
3. These are very dressy sandals, thank you very much.
4. This tank top is the only thing I own that doesn’t continually irritate my sunburn.
5. My skirt is not really that short, I just have extremely long legs.
6. I had the flap pinned earlier, but it must have come undone. Besides, it’s not my fault if that’s the way the skirt is made.

Liberty Way
1. Hats are not allowed to be worn in academic buildings (or to hold up hair code violations).
2. Neat slacks (not jeans) should be worn for school dress.
3. Dress shoes (not sandals) should be worn for school dress.
4. Anything immodest, right... low in the neckline is unacceptable.
5. Dresses and skirts should be no shorter than the top of the knee (standing or sitting).
6. Open slits should be no shorter than top of knee. Closed slits should be no shorter than two inches from top of knee.
**Liberty adds recruit**

Liberty adds a single, triple, two walks, three runs pounded out the win, 16-13, behind a to put in a great starting performance. The LU lefty then caught stealing. The next batter faced on ground balls. The next batter scored and four RBI. He retired the first two batters he faced on ground balls. The next batter faced on ground balls.

**Worthington Field.**

**PUT THAT BALL IN PLAY —**

"We are delighted with Jay's decision to continue his basketball career here at Liberty University," Head Coach Rick Reeves said. "He represents himself and Liberty very, very well in that all-star game," Meyer said.

**Ladies win two over two**

"We played well this weekend," Liberty University Women's Basketball Head Coach Rick Reeves said. "We are delighted to continue his career here at Liberty University." We are delighted "to continue his career here at Liberty University," Reeves said. "He represents himself and Liberty very, very well in that all-star game," Meyer said.

**Golf team places first in host tourney**

The flame then walked on the turf. The LU lefty then caught stealing. The next batter faced on ground balls. The next batter faced on ground balls. The next batter scored and four RBI. 

The Flames won on Friday, 16-13, at a slant.

**Bob Sturman**

Columnist foresees Chicago celebrating four-peat in NBA

This is the time of year when I quote you. You are the only one who seems to understand the importance of subject and viewpoint. I wish there was someone who did not understand things. I wish there was someone who did not get things quite as wrong as I do. And, as you say, this is quite a difficult subject to write about.

**Golf team places first in host tourney**
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"We are delighted with Jay's decision to continue his basketball career here at Liberty University," Head Coach Rick Reeves said. "He represents himself and Liberty very, very well in that all-star game," Meyer said.

**Ladies win two over two**

The golf team placed first in the host tourney at City Stadium against VMI on Tuesday, April 19, at 3 p.m. The Flames won on Friday, 16-13, at a slant.
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LU submits proposal to host tournaments in Vines Center

By JOSHUA COOLEY

LU submits proposal to host tourneys in Vines Center

Liberty University, as a joint venture with the Sport Investment Capital Group and the City of Lynchburg, sent a mini-proposal to the Big South on April 4, requesting that the Big South Conference consider holding its men's basketball tournament be held in Lynchburg in future years.

"In a bid that so far, at least, has been welcomed with standing ovations, the Big South Conference received this year's mini-proposal from "First-Class Facility" LU Athletic Director Chuck Burch explained.
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Baseball player faces future

Center fielder wants to play pro ball in either U.S. or Korea

By RICH SECCONI
Champion Reporter

Liberty University has had alumni play in Major League Baseball before. Sid Bream, Randy Tomlin and Lee Gastman all have played in the big leagues.

This year, another Flames is attempting to play his way into the "show." The player is Liberty center fielder Charlie Kim.

Kim has been on Liberty's baseball team since his freshman year and has received more than 300 and nearly 300 hits his third home run of the season. However, this season has been disappointing, according to the player's coach.

"I think it's been a lot of work to get to the point where we did well last year. I really thought that we would continue this year," Kim said.

Kim was named to both the Big South All-Conference team and the Big South All-Tournament team last season. These awards were bestowed on Kim for his efforts.

"I've always wanted to be a missionary. That's my dream — to play in the major leagues," said Kim.

However, this season has been disappointing to the senior outfielder. Kim found out what it was like to be out of it so early after we did so well last year. There isn't more to life than getting married and having a nine-to-five job. I want to do things for God's kingdom," Kim said.

Kim explained that he would like to see missionary work in a third world country, perhaps in South America or East Asia.

"I think I might take them upon the offer to play over in Korea. But first of all, I do want to finish school. I still have a lot of commitment," Kim explained.

"I may not have all the physical gifts to go all the way, but I think that I have the desire and the heart to do it," Kim said.

Charlie Kim Liberty Center Fielder

Kim has been told by scouts that his talent is worth being drafted. His speed has also been remarked upon.

"I may not have all the physical gifts to go all the way, but I think that I have the desire and the heart to do it," Kim said.

The outfielder is a psychology major, but may wind up in the minor league if baseball doesn't work out.

"I've always wanted to be a missionary. That's my dream — to play in the major leagues," Kim said.

Kim explained that he would like to see missionary work in a third world country, perhaps in South America or East Asia.

"I may go all the way and be an outfielder in a Major League team someday, or I may play for a few years in the Korean League," Kim said.

"I may not have all the physical gifts to go all the way, but I think that I have the desire and the heart to do it," Kim explained.